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It is proved that there exist context-free languages L1, L2, Lz, and 
words wl, w~ such that it is recursively unsolvable to determine for an 
arbitrary word w (1 ~ 4) whether wx ~ L~ ~ w ~ L~ is the empty set (a 
finite set, a regular set, a context-free language, respectively), (5~ 8) 
whether w ~ L2 is the empty set (a finite set, a regular set, a context- 
free language, respectively), (9) whether w ~ L~ is a regular set, (10) 
whether w~ ~ Lz [.Jl w ~, L3, and (11) whether wz ~ L~ = w ~ L3 . 
Let M be an on-line recognizer of a set X of words. Suppose that M 
is given an input word wu. Let ~(w) denote the configuration f M im- 
mediately before it reads the first letter of u. M is said to be nonre- 
dundant if ~(w) = 8(w') for all words w, w' such that w ~ X = w' ~. X. 
From unsolvable problem (11) above it follows that there exists a 
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p~*q 
xP -y  
x~y 
(s, w) ~- (s p, w I) 
(s, vJ) t--* (s', w') 
A word q is derived from a word p in a context- 
free grammar. 
A word x is rewritten as a word y in a Tag system. 
A word y is derived from a word x in a Tag system. 
A move of an on-line recognizer. 
Consecutive moves of an on-line recognizer. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
One of the important operations in the theory of formal anguages i
the left-quotient Y \ X of languages X and Y (Elgot and Rutledge 
(1961), Ginsburg and Spanier (1963), Brzozowski (1963)). In this 
paper we are concerned with the left-quotient w \ L (or formally denot- 
ing, {w} \ L) of a context-free language L and a set consisting of a single 
word w. 
Consider problems (1 ~ 11)to  determine for arbitrary context-free 
language L and words w, w' (1 N 4) whether w \ L N w' \ L is the empty 
set (a finite set, a regular set, a context-free language, respectively), 
(5 ~-~ 8) whether w \ L is the empty set (a finite set, a regular set, a 
context-free language, respectively), (9) whether w \ L is a regular set, 
(10) whether w \ L c w' \ L, and (11) whether w \ L = w' \ L. It 
follows from well-known recursively unsolvable problems on context- 
free languages that all of these problems (1 ~ 11) are recursively un- 
solvable (Ginsburg (1966)). The main result obtained here is that each 
of these problems can be recursively unsolvable ven if (i) L is a fixed 
context-free language and (ii) one of w, w' is a fixed word for problems 
(1 N 4), (11) and w is a fixed word for problem (10). This is proved in 
Section 3. 
In Section 4 the main result is applied to the problem of recognizing a 
context-free language with an on-line recognizer (for example, an on- 
line Turing machine in Hennie (1966)). Suppose that an on-line recog- 
nizer M of a context-free language L is given a sequence al ,  a2, aa, •. • 
of letters. M reads these letters one at a time. (After M reads a~, it goes 
through a number of basic steps before it reads ai+l .) When M reads 
ai+1, it emits an output 1 or 0 according as a~ as . . .  a~ is in L or not 
(0 <-_ i). Let ~(al a2 . . .  a~) denote the configuration of M immediately 
before it reads a~+l (0 < i). It  is easy to verify that w \ L = ~t,' \ L for 
l all words w, w such that ~(w) = ~(w'). If ~(w) = ~(w') for all words 
?~)# W # w, such that w \ L = \ L, the on-line recognizer M is said to be 
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nonredundant. Using the main result it is shown that there exists a con- 
text-free language that has no nonredundant on-line recognizer. 
II. PRELIMINARIES 
Let ~ be a nonempty finite alphabet and let ~* denote the set of all 
words of 2:, including the empty word E. 
A context-free grammar G (on 2;) is a 4-tuple (V, ~, P, ¢), where V 
is a finite alphabet containing ~, ~ is a letter in V - ~, and P is a finite 
set of ordered pairs of the form (~, r) with ~ in V - 2: and r in V*. For 
p, q in V* write p ~ q if there exist r', r", ~, r such that p = r'~r t', q = 
r'rr '1 and (~, r) is in P. For p, q in V* write p ~*  q if there exist r0 • • 
r~ suchthatp = r0, q = r~ and rj ~ rj+l for each j, 0 < j < h (0 '<'= h): 
The set {w I ¢ 9"  w, w in X*} is called the language generated by G. A 
subset L of ~* is called a context-free language (or CFL for short) (on 
Z) if it is the language generated by a context-free grammar (on 2:). 
A context-free grammar G = ( V, 2:, P, ¢) is called right-linear if each 
element of P is of the form (~, w) or (~, wv) with w in ~* and v in V - ~. 
A subset R of ~* is called a regular set if it is the language generated by 
a right-linear context-free grammar (on 2:). 
For subsets X, Y of ~* denote the set {w' [ ww' in X, w in Y} by Y \ X. 
The set Y \ X is called the left-quotient of X and Y. If Y is the set {w} 
consisting of a single word w, Y \ X is denoted by w \ X instead of 
\ x .  
A Tag system T is a triple (Z, W, k), where 2: is an n-tuple (b~, . . .  
b=) of different letters, W is an n-tuple (xl,  • • • , x~) of words of alpha- 
bet {b~, • • • , b~}, and k is a positive integer. The n-tuple ~ = (b~, . • • , 
b~) is identified with the alphabet {b~, . . .  , b~}. For x, y in 2:* write 
x t-- y if there exist bi (1 <= i _-_ n) and x', x # in Z* suchthat }x'l  = 
]c - 1, x = bix'S and y = x"xi.  Here l x' l  denotes the length of x' 
(the number of letters in x'). For x, y in Z* write x ~ y if there exist 
z0, • • • , z~, such that x = z0, y = za and zj t- zi+~ for each j, 0 ~ j < h 
(0 =< h). If there exists y such that x ~ y and I Y I < It, we say that 
the process of T beginning with x terminates. 
III. THE RESULT 
In Section 3 several problems on left-quotients of the form w \ L are 
shown to be recursively unsolvable. 
The Tag problem of a Tag system T = (Z, W, k) is to determine for 
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an arbitrary w in Z* whether the process of T beginning with w termi- 
nates. 
In 1961 M. Minsky proved the existence of a Tag system whose Tag 
problem is recursively unsolvable (Minsky (1961)). This result is used 
in ~he proof of the theorem below. 
T~IEO~EM. Let ~ contain at least two letters. There exist context-free 
languages L1, Ii~ , La on ~ and words wl , w3 in Z* such that it is recur- 
sively unsolvable to determine for an arbitrary word w in ~*'(1 N 4) 
whether w, \ L1 A w \ L~ is the empty set ( a finite set, a regular set, a 
CFL, respectively), 
(5 ~ 8) whether w \ L2 is the empty set ( a finite set, a regular set, a 
CFL, respectively), 
(9) whether w \ L~ is a regular set, 
(10) whether wa \ L3 ~ w \ L3 , and 
(11) whether w3 \ L~ = w \ 53. 
Proof. Since the recursive unsolvability of (9) follows from that of 
(7), only problems (1 ~-~ 8), (10 ~-~ 11) are considered. The proof is 
divided into two parts. In Part 1, the theorem is proved for a suffi- 
ciently large alphabet 2~i. In Part 2, each decision problem for Z1 is 
reduced to another corresponding decision problem for Z. 
Part 1. Let To = (~0, W0, k0) be a Tag system whose Tag problem is 
recursively unsolvable. Let Zo = (c~, --. , era) and W0 = (y,,  . . .  , 
y~). Let ~ denote ~0 U {d, e}, where d, e are letters not in ~0. In part 1 
all CFL considered are CFL on %~. Since the Tag problem of To is re- 
cursively unsolvable, the number m of letters in ~0 is at least two. 
A function ~ from ~0" into 2 ~* (the set of all subsets of x~*) is defined 
as follows. Let u be a word in Z0*. If l u l  < /Co then It(u) = ~ ( the  
empty set). If ]co < I u I and the process of To beginning with u does not 
terminate, then ~r(u) = ~2~. If k0 <= I u I and the process of To beginning 
with u terminates, then 7r(u) = {uoReul d u~Re u2d . . . u~'e  uh d}, 
where u0, • :. , uh are words such that u = u0, [ uh I ~/co and u~. t- uj+~ 
for each j, 0 =< j < h (1 < h), and uj .R denotes the reverseof word u~.. 
For each u in ~o*, ~r(u) is either the empty set or a set consisting of a 
single word. Obviously it is recursively unsolvable to determine for an 
arbitrary u whether ~(u) = ~.  
Let A, B be subsets of Z0*. Let a(A),  ~(B) denote subsets of Z~* 
defined by 
R I 
a(A ) = {Uo%Uo' du~Zeu~ ' d . . .  u~ eu~_~ du I 
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1 < h, uo, uo', • • • , uh.-1 , Uh- - I  I in •0", 
for eachj  (0 < j < h) u5 t- u l ,  u inA},  
~(B) = {u0 duoReul dul~e . . .  ua_~ du~R euh du [ 
1 < h, uo , . . ' ,uh_ l ,u t~ in Z0*, [uhl </co, 
u in B}. 
It  is easily verified that (i) for each u in Zo*, e \ (~(A) [J f l(B)) n 
ud  \ (a(A ) U ~(B) ) = ~r(u)(A I'l B), and (ii) a(A),  ~(B) are CFL 
if A, B are CFL. 
Let M1 { ~ i j = c~ c~c~ ] 1 _-< i,j} and M2 = {c~ic2Jc~ ~ ] 1 < i,j}. Since M~, 
M2 are CFL, L~' = a(M1) U ~(M2) is a CFL. Let v~' = e. Then for each 
u inZ0* ,v~' \L~ '  n ud  \ L~' = ~-(u){c~c2~c~ ' [1 < i}. I f  ~r(u) ~:~ 
then ~r(u) {c~c21c~ i I 1 = i} is neither the empty set, a finite set, a regular 
set nor a CFL. If ~r(u) ~2~ then 7r(u) i i = {c~ c~ c~ ] 1 < i} is empty, finite, 
regular and is a CFL. Hence the following five conditions (0 ~-~ 4) are 
equivalent: (0) 7r(u) = ~,  (1 ~ 4)v1' \ L~' n u d \ L~' is the empty set 
(a finite set, a regular set, a CFL, respectively). Therefore it is recur- 
sively unsolvable to determine for an arbitrary V' in Z~ ~ ( 1 ~-~ 4) whether 
v~  \ L~' n v' \ L~' is the empty set (a finite set, a regular set, a CFL, 
respectively). 
Let Z denote ; ~ ¢ {c~ c~ cl I 1 ~ i} and let ZI, Z2 denote the subsets of 
Z~* defined by 
Z~ = Zo* d(Z~* -- a(Z)) ,  
z2 = U u g (~*  - u d \ ~(Z) ) ,  
~t 
where U denotes et union for all u in ~o*. 
u 
I t  is not difficult to show that Z~ and Z~ are CFL. For each u in ~0", 
ud \ (ZI U Z~) = (~*  - ~(Z) )  U (z~* - ud  \ ~(Z))  = z~* - 
(a(Z) f lu  d \ ~(Z)) = Z~* - r(u)Z.  Let L~' = Z~ U Z~. L~.' is a CFL, 
and for each u in ~o*, ~- \  L~' = v(u)Z. If ~r(u) ~ J2~ then rr(u)Z is 
neither the empty set, a finite set, a regular set nor a CFL. If ~r(u) = ~f 
then ~r(u)Z is empty, finite, regular and is a CFL. Hence the following 
five conditions (0)i (5 ~ 8) are equivalent: (0) ~r(u) = ~,  (5 ~ 8) 
u d \-LT' is the empty set (a finite set, a regular set, a CFL, respectively). 
Therefore it is recursively unsolvable to determine for an arbitrary v ~ 
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in ZI* (5 ~-~ 8) whether ~ is the empty set (a finite set, a regular 
set, a CFL, respectively). 
Let L3' = Z~ U Z2 U e~* and v3f = e. L3' is a CFL. vJ \ L3' = ~1" 
and for each u m Z0 , u d \ L3 = ~* - ~r(u)Z. Hence the following 
three conditions (0), (10 ~ 11) are equivalent: (0) r(u) = ~,  (10) 
! P ? I ! ! 
v3 \ L3 c u d \ Ls, (11) v3 \ L8 = u d \ La. Therefore it is recursively 
unsolvable to determine for an arbitrary v' in ~1" (10) whether va' \ La' 
p Vp t v'\L3' ,  (11) va \La' = \La .  
Hence the theorem is proved for a sufficiently large alphabet ~.  
Part 2. Let 2~ = {,b~, . . .  , bn} be an alphabet such that 2 = n. Let r 
be the homomorphism of El* into Z* defined by r (d) = b~b2bl, r(e) = 
b~bsb2b~ , T(Ci) = b~b2 . "  b~b,(1 <- i <- m). 
i+2 
Let T(L/) = L~, T(L2') [J r(Z~*)(Z* -- (~1")) = L~, r(La') = L3, 
r (v( )  = w~, and T(Va') = Wa. L~, L2, L3 are CFL on ~. 
It is easily verified that, for each v' in ~1", (1 ~ 4) v~' \ L[  N v' \ L~' 
is the empty set (a finite set, a regular set, a CFL, respectively) if and 
only if w~ \ L1 N r(v') \ L~ is the empty set (a finite set, a regular set, 
a CFL, respectively), (5 ~-~ 8) v' \ L~' is the empty set (a finite set, a 
regular set, a CFL, respectively) if and only if T(V') \ L2 is the empty 
set (a finite set, a regular set, a CFL, respectively), (10) va' \ La' 
v' \ La' if and only if w3 \ L~ ~ r(v') \ L~, and (11) v~' \ La' = v' \ L j  
if and only if w~ \ L~ = T(V') \ La. 
From what has been proved in Part 1 it follows that it is reeursively 
unsolvable to determine for an arbitrary w in ~* (1 ~ 4) whether 
wl \ L~ /7 w \ L~ is the empty set (a finite set, a regular set, a CFL, 
respectively), (5 ~ 8) whether w \ L~ is the empty set (a finite set, a 
regular set, a CFL, respectively), (10) whether w3 \ La c w \ L~, and 
(11) whether wa \ La = w \ La. This completes the proof• 
Recursive unsolvability of problem (11) may be rephrased as follows. 
W t Let X be a subset of Y~* and let w, be words in ~*. Let w~w' denote the 
equivalence r lation "for each x in ~*, wx is in X if and only if w'x is in 
X."  It is well-known that the equivalence r lation ~ is of finite index if 
and only if X is a regular set (Nerode (1958)). Since wy:w' if and only if 
w \ X = w \ X, we have Corollary 1. 
COROLLARY 1. I f  ~ contains at least two letters, there exist a CFL L on 
and a word w' in ~,* such that it is recursively unsolvable to determine for 
an arbitrary w in Z* whether w~w'. 
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An Open Problem 1.Do there exist a CFL L and a word w' such that it 
is recursively unsolvable to determine for an arbitrary w whether w \ L _ 
w' \ L? 
IV. AN APPLICATION TO ON-LINE RECOGNIZERS 
In Section 4, the theorem obtained in Section 3 is applied to the prob- 
lem of recognizing CFL by on-line recognizers (Kasami (1965, 1967), 
Torii et al. (1967), Younger (1967)). For the classification of language 
recognizers into on-line recognizers and off-line recognizers, ee Hennie 
(1965, 1966). 
Since arguments in Section 4 are independent of the class of machines 
used as on-line recognizers, the notion of on-line recognizer is defined in 
an abstract manner. 
An on-line recognizer .3I is a 7-tuple (S, R, ~, ~1, ~2 ,so ,F), where 
(i) S is a recursive subset of the set N of all nonnegative integers 
(the set of (GSdel numbers of) configurations of M), 
(ii) R is a recursive subset of S (the set of configurations that 
read input letters), 
(iii) ~ = {b~, . . .  , bn} is a finite nonempty alphabet (henceforth 
each letter b~ is identified with integer i - 1, and conse- 
quently ~ is considered to be a subset of N), 
(iv) ~1 is a recursive function from N >< N into N suchthat ~(8, a) 
is in S for each (s, a) in R )< Z and ~l(s, a) = 0 for each (8, a) 
in (N >< N)-(R X ~) (the transition function for configura- 
tions in R), 
(v) 52 is a recursive function from N into N such that ~(s) is in S 
for each 8 in S - R and ~2(s) = 0 for each s in N - (S - R) 
(the transition function for colffigurations in S - R), 
(vi) So is an element of S (the initial configuration), and 
(vii) F is a recursive subset of R (the set of configurations that 
emit output 1). 
Let ~- be the relation on S X ~* defined as follows. For s is R, a in 
and w in ~* write (s, aw) ~ (~ (8, a), w). For 8 in S - R and w in ~* 
write (s, w) ~- (~2(s), w). For (s, w), (s', w') in S X ~* write (8, w) f--* 
Recently Will iam Ogden solved this problem affirmatively, that  is, there exist 
a CFL L and a word w' such that  it is recursively unsolvable to determine for an 
arbi t rary w whether w ~ L C w' ~ L or not. He also showed that we can select 
the empty word eas the fixed words w~, w3 in the theorem and w' in this open 
problem. 
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(s', w') i f  there exist (to, z0), . . .  , (th, zh) such that (s, w) = (to, z0), 
(s' ,w') = (th ,zh)andforeachj,0 ~j< h, (tj ,z~) ~- (t5+1, zj+l)(0 < h). 
Let ~ be the partial function from S X Z* into R defined as follows. Let 
(s, w) be in S × %*. If there exists s' in R such that (s, w) ~-* (s', e) 
then ~(s, w) = s'. If not, ~(s, w) is undefined. Let X be the partial func- 
tion from S X 2;* into {0, 1} defined as follows. If ~(s, w) is defined, then 
~(s, w) is 1 or 0 according as ~(s, w) is in F or in R -F .  If ~(s, w) is 
undefined, then h(s, w) is undefined. Let ~(w), ~(w) denote ~(so, w), 
~(so, w) respectively. Let X be a subset of Z*. If ~(w) is defined for all 
w in Z*, and h(w) = 1 if and only if w is in X, then M is said to be an 
on-line recognizer of X. 
Let M be an on-line recognizer of a subset X of ~*. Suppose that 
~(w) = ~(w'). Then for each x in ~*, X(wx) = X(~(w), x) = X(~(w'), 
x) = ~(w'x). This means that wx is in X if and only if w'x is in X, in 
other words w \ X = w' \ X. Hence w \ X = w' \ X follows from 8(w) = 
(w'). Suppose that w\X = w'\X. Since ~ (wx) = ~(w'x) ,~(~(w),x)  =
~(wx) = ~(w'x) = ~(~(w'), x) for each x in ~*. This means that 
the input-output relation X(5(w), x) of M started from ~(w) is the 
same as the input-output relation h(~(w'), x) of M started from ~(w'). 
Therefore it is not necessary that configurations ~(w), ~(w') be differ- 
ent. This consideration leads to the following definition of nonredundant 
on-line recognizers. 
An on-line recognizer M of X is said to be nonredundant if ~(w) = 
~(w') for all w, w' in 2;* such that w \ X = w' \ X. 
If X is a regular set, the nonredundant on-line recognizer (such that 
S - R is empty) is the finite automaton recognizing X with a minimum 
number of states. 
COROr~nARY 2. I f  Z contains at least two letters, there exists a CFL on 
that has no nonredundant on-line recognizer. 
Proof. Let L3 and wa be the CFL and the word obtained in the 
theorem. Suppose that there exists a nonredundant on-line recognizer 
M = (S, R, 2~, 81, ~2, So, F) of Ls. Since set R and functions 81,82 are 
reeursive and 8(w) is defined for all w in ~*, 8(w) is a recursive function 
(if a proper GSdel numbering is provided for set ~*). Hence it is re- 
cursively solvable to determine for arbitrary w whether 8(w3) = 8(w). 
But 8(wa) = 8(w) if and only if w3 \ L3 = w \ L~ because M is a non- 
redundant recognizer of La. This contradicts the theorem. This com- 
pletes the proof. 
It is recursively solvable to determine for arbitrary bounded CFL L and 
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words w, w' whether w \ L = w' \ L. This follows from propositions (i) 
w \ L is a bounded CFL for each bounded CFL L and each word w, (ii) 
the context-free grammar generating w \ L is effectively derivable from 
the context-free grammar generating L and word w, and (iii) it is re- 
cursively solvable to determine for arbitrary bounded CFL L, L '  whether 
L = L'  (Ginsburg and Spanier (1964)). 
Therefore Corollary 2 above does not hold for bounded CFL. 
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